M O T I O N C O O R D I N A T I O N M O T I O N C O O R D I N A T I O N Co-Fields: A Physically Inspired Approach to Motion Coordination
A s computing becomes increasingly pervasive, autonomous computers are going to be embedded in everyday objects in our physical environment. In such scenarios, mobility itself will be pervasive. Mobile users, mobile devices, computer-enabled vehicles, and mobile software components will define a dynamic, networked world in which a large set of autonomous components will interact with each other to orchestrate their activities.
Our work focuses on the problem of coordinating autonomous agents' movements in a distributed environment. The term agent can refer not only to software components but also to autonomous real-world entities with computing and networking capability, such as PDAs, robots, or modern cars. The goals of these coordinated movements can include letting the agents meet in a particular place, distribute themselves according to specific spatial patterns, or simply move in the environment without interfering with each other. This level of coordination requires some sort of context awareness on the part of the agents. An agent can coordinate with other agents only if it's somehow aware of its context. Given these considerations, our research focuses on the problem of dynamically providing agents with simple and effective contextual information to support their coordinated activities.
To achieve this goal, we take inspiration from the physical world-that is, from the way particles in our universe move and globally self-organize according to the contextual information represented by fields. In our approach, we express contextual information in the form of distributed computational fields called Co-Fields. Agents can generate specific fields that convey applicationspecific information about the local environment or about themselves; they can also perceive these fields and move accordingly, following the fields' gradient. The result can be globally coordinated and adaptive movement achieved with little agent effort.
Scenario and motivation
To illustrate the motion coordination problem and motivate the inadequacy of current approaches, let's focus on a representative case study. We focus on supporting tourists in planning their movements across a large and unfamiliar museum and in coordinating such movements with other, unknown tourists. Such activities might include scheduling attendance at specific exhibitions at specific times, having a group of students split up in the museum according to teacher-specific rules, helping a tourist avoid crowds, letting a group of tourists meet at a suitable location, and even helping tourists find emergency exits if necessary.
In our test cases, we assume that tourists have a software agent running on a wireless handheld device, such as a palm computer or cellular phone.
The software agent gives the tourist suggestions on how and where to move. We also assume that the museum has an adequate computer network. Embedded in the museum walls is a network of computer hosts, each capable of communicating with each other and with the mobile devices located in its proximity via the use of a short-range wireless link.
The number of embedded hosts and the network topology will depend on the museum, but the basic requirement is that the embedded network topology mimics the topology of the museum plan (no network links between physical barriers such as walls). We also assume for the purpose of the case study that the devices have a localization mechanism to find out where they are actually located in the museum. This localization mechanism could be implemented by some kind of GPS-like device or with less expensive local hardware that relies on the properties of triangulating radio or acoustic signals. 1 This scenario and the associated motion-coordination problems are of a very general nature, but the case study has many parallels to other scenarios, such as urban traffic management, forklifts activity in a warehouse (where equipped vehicles suggest to their drivers where to go), or software agents exploring the Web (where mobile software agents coordinate distributed researches by moving on various Web sites). The considerations based on our case study therefore have general applicability.
Current approaches
In the last few years, many researchers have proposed middleware and coordination models to address the problem of coordination and interaction in multiagent systems (see the "Related Work" sidebar for more information on additional projects). Systems such as Jini, Universal Plug and Play (UPnP), and Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) specification-based agent systems 2 are examples of middleware infrastructures rooted in a direct-communication model.
That is, their components communicate with each other directly and explicitly. The problem with this approach is that it doesn't support context acquisition. Each agent must become context aware by discovering and explicitly interacting with the other entities in the environment. For instance, in the case study, an agent would have to explicitly retrieve and communicate with some services providing the museum map, discover which other tourists are currently populating the museum, and explicitly negotiate with them to agree on a specific motion coordination policy. From a software engineering perspective, this imposes a notable burden in the agent code.
Models based on shared data spaces support interagent interactions through shared, localized data structures. These data structures can be hosted in some data space, as in JavaSpaces, 3 or they can be carried on by agents themselves and dynamically merged. 4 In these cases, agents no longer operate in a totally void space but live in an environment that can be modeled and described in terms of the information stored in the data spaces. Such information, typically referring to local conditions, can provide some sort of context awareness to agents without forcing them to communicate with each other directly.
For instance, in the case study, we can assume that each room and corridor has a local data space storing both local map information and messages left by the other agents about their presence and possibly about their intended next position. Still, to enforce a specific motioncoordination pattern, agents might have to access several data spaces to gather all the required information for building an internal representation of the current situation and then deciding the next movements. In other words, contextual information can express only raw local data; it's still up to the agents to understand and exploit it to achieve specific motioncoordination tasks.
Event-based models relying on publish-subscribe mechanisms make agents interact with each other by generating events and by reacting to events of interest without having them interact explicitly with each other. Typical infrastructures rooted in this model include Jini Distributed Events and UPnP General Event Notification Architecture. Without doubt, event-based models promote stronger context awareness because components can be considered embedded in an active environment capable of notifying them about what's happening.
For instance, in the case study, a possible use of this approach would be to let each agent transmit its movements across the museum, update its internal representation of other agents' movements, and then move properly by continuously adapting its plans according to newly received events. However, from a software engineering perspective, the information that events convey tends to
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This case study has many parallels to other scenarios, such as urban traffic management, forklifts activity in a warehouse, or software agents exploring the Web.
be too low-level for agents to use it effectively, forcing them to catch and analyze a possibly large number of events to achieve a specific motion-coordination pattern. This process is of course a big burden in the agent code, making this kind of middleware unsuitable from a software engineering point of view.
Co-Fields approach
Our Co-Fields proposal aims to provide agents with abstract-simple yet effective-representations of context. Co-Fields delegate to the infrastructure the task of constructing and automatically updating an essential distributed view of the system situation-possibly tailored to application-specific motioncoordination problems-that "tells" agents what to do. The Co-Fields approach consists of a few key concepts:
• Contextual information is represented by computational fields, spread by agents or by the infrastructure, dif- An area in which the problem of achieving effective contextawareness and adaptive coordination has been addressed via a field-based approach is amorphous computing. 4 The particles constituting an amorphous computer have the basic capabilities of propagating abstract computational fields in the network and of sensing and reacting to such fields. In particular, particles can transfer an activity state toward directions described by fields' gradients to make coordinated patterns of activities emerge in the system independently of the network's specific structure. This mechanism can be used to drive particles' movements and let the amorphous computer self-assemble in a specific shape.
Researchers have proposed a similar approach to self-assembly in the area of modular robots: having a robot consisting of multiple, flexibly connected components reshape itself dynamically to meet specific purposes. 5 Although serving totally different purposes, both approaches share with Co-Fields the idea of having a single, physically inspired mechanism to diffuse contextual information and organize adaptive motion-coordination patterns.
fused in the infrastructure, and locally sensed by agents.
• A motion coordination policy lets agents move following the local shape of these fields, just as a physical mass moves in accordance with a locally sensed gravitational field.
• Both environment dynamics and agent movement might induce changes in the fields' surface, automatically propagated by the infrastructure, thus inducing a feedback cycle that we can exploit to achieve a global motion coordination pattern.
Of course, we could implement CoFields using existing coordination models, but this isn't the point. Rather, the point is how we can exploit middleware and coordination models to facilitate application-level management of complex motion-coordination policies.
Computational fields
A computational field is a distributed data structure characterized by a unique identifier, a location-dependent numeric value, and a propagation rule identifying how the field should distribute throughout the network and how its value should change during the distribution. Agents can access fields locally, providing them with a local perspective of the system's global situation.
For instance, the museum guide in our case study could spread in the museum network infrastructure a computational field-let's call it a presence field-whose value increases as it gets farther from the guide. Such a field implicitly lets any tourist, from any location in the museum, sense the guide's presence and distance. Also, by sensing the presence field's local gradient, the tourist could know in which direction to find the guide (Figure 1 ).
Either the agents or the environment can generate fields, and a proper distributed network infrastructure must support them. In the case study, we assume such a network to be part of the museum infrastructure. But in general, you can use any type of network, even ad hoc networks of mobile nodes, to support Co-Fields. 5 When a specific source node injects a field into the network, it is propagated hop-by-hop through the network as specified by its propagation rule. This rule determines how the field's value should change during propagation. The field surface's final shape is determined by the field's propagation rule and by the network topology, which lets the same field adapt to and be suitable for different museum floor plans.
Motion coordination
In Co-Fields, the principle of enforcing motion coordination means having agents follow the local shape of specific fields. For instance, a tourist looking for a guide can follow the corresponding presence field downhill. Dynamic environment changes and agents' movements induce changes in the fields' surface, producing a feedback cycle that influences agent movement. For instance, if the guide moves around in the museum, the Co-Fields infrastructure automatically updates the corresponding presence field so that any tourist looking for a guide can adapt its movement accordingly. If multiple guides are in the museum, they could decide to sense each other's presence fields to stay as far as possible from each other, thus improving their accessibility to tourists.
In a Co-Fields-based system, agents are balls rolling on a surface; their movements are complex and adaptive not because of the agents' wills but because of the ability to dynamically reshape the surface. 6 Of course, such a physical inspiration and the strictly local perspective in which agents act promote a "greedy" approach in agents' movements: Agents act on the basis of their local viewpoint, disregarding whether a small sacrifice now-climbing a Co-Fields hill instead of descending it-could possibly lead to greater advantages in the future.
In a circular track, for example, a tourist looking for a guide that is moving clockwise, instead of following the presence field downhill (as the Co-Fields approach promotes), could decide to move uphill to meet the guide counterclockwise. However, this is a general drawback of distributed problem solving, where efficiency reasons often rule out the possibility of globally informed decisions by distributed agents.
Application-specific coordination
Achieving an application-specific coordination task rarely relies on evaluating an existing computational field, as in the case of a tourist looking for a guide and simply following its specific field. In most cases, an application-specific task relies on evaluating an application-specific coordination field, a combination of some of the locally perceived fields. The coordination field is a new field in itself, and it's built with the goal of encoding in its shape the agent's coordination task. Once a proper coordination field is computed, agents can achieve their coordination task by following their coordination field's shape uphill or downhill, as if they were walking on the field's associated surface. For instance, in the case study, for guides to stay as far as possible from each other, they can follow uphill a coordination field resulting from the combination of all the computational fields of each guide:
We still haven't found a general methodology to help us identify, given a specific motion pattern to be enforced, which fields have to be defined, how they should be propagated, and how they should be combined in a coordination field. We are confident that some methodology to help in that direction will be found that would possibly make CoFields applicable to a wider class of distributed coordination problems, even beyond motion coordination.
Nevertheless, Co-Fields are immediately applicable because of the possibility of getting inspiration from a wide variety of motion patterns found in nature. Phenomena such as diffusion, birds flocking, ants foraging, bees dancing-to mention just a few-all can be easily modeled with Co-Fields, and all have practical application in mobilecomputing scenarios. 7 
Implementation issues
We can potentially implement CoFields on any distributed middleware that provides basic support for data storing, communication, and event notification. These considerations apply both to the case in which Co-Fields rely on a fixed network infrastructure-where a set of Co-Field servers can be made in charge of field propagation and to which mobile devices may connect-as well as to the case of mobile ad hoc networks, where each device acts as a Co-Fields server and propagates fields in an ad hoc way in the wireless media. 5 For both cases, some sort of localization mechanisms must be enforced for mobile devices. 1 We implemented a prototype of CoFields on a fixed network infrastructure exploiting Mobile Agent Reactive Space programmable tuple spaces acting as CoFields servers. 8 MARS tuple spaces operate on IP nodes acting as 802.11 wireless access points. Users carrying a Linux IPAQ (pocket PC) with 802.11 wireless cards can access the MARS tuple spaces of the nodes to which they are connected. To enforce the strict locality in connections required by Co-Fields, each tuple space contains a tuple identifying its spatial location. Each IPAQ, in its turn, can dynamically determine its own location. Thus, an IPAQ can select which tuple space to interact with by comparing its own location with those of all the in-range tuple spaces.
The infrastructure's nodes are virtually connected with each other according to a topology resembling the museum floor plan. You could create different topologies to map different floor plans simply by providing each node with only the IP addresses of its virtual neighbors in the intended topology, and have the communication between nodes restricted to those virtual neighbors. To implement field propagation in the virtual topology in a hop-by-hop way, we exploited the fact that we could program MARS tuple spaces to react to any access event with arbitrary computations. We can program each MARS tuple space to react to the arrival of a tuple such as (TYPE="Presence", NAME=any, VAL=any) with a computation that accesses neighbor tuple spaces and inserts the same tuple with the VAL field increased by one. The overall result of this process is a fieldlike distributed data structure spread across the virtual network and having its VAL entry reflecting the hop distance from the source. Similar processes apply for other types of fields as well as for dynamically updating the distributed shape of a field upon agents' movements.
In addition to the prototype implementation, we've developed a simulation environment for Co-Fields to test the effectiveness of our approach in largescale scenarios. We developed the simulation environment using the Swarm toolkit (www.swarm.org) for multiagent system simulations. The Co-Fields simulation let us model the specific museum map, the presence in this environment of Co-Fields servers connected to the museum plan, and the presence of agents each with a specific plan of visit to the museum.
As far as the practical scalability of CoFields implementations, there are two considerations. Because each server can store local field values in terms of simple tuples of a few bytes, Co-Fields do not introduce storage scalability problems. We could store a large number of fields locally and even on network nodes with low storage capabilities. On the other hand, the speed at which agents move-for example, tourists in the museum-is extremely low compared to the speed at which fields in a network can propagate. Thus, the inevitable delay at which field propagation occurs doesn't affect agents' behavior significantly, even in large systems.
Examples of Co-Fields use
To clarify how to use Co-Fields, we outline some specific motion-coordination problems that museum tourists might face. In these examples, we assume that the museum network's topology mimics the museum map, with an infrastructure node in each room and corridor, and that the infrastructure's nodes can locate the rooms containing tourists. We've already shown how to exploit the presence field to detect a person's location in the museum, but we can also use it to enforce a variety of other interesting motion patterns.
Meeting and surrounding
For the first example, let's consider a meeting service to help a group of tourists or museum guides dynamically meet with each other. This service could be of great use in other scenarios, such as emergency evacuation situations and distributed gaming. Although we could enact various policies to let a group of tourists meet somewhere-a specific point or by a specific tourist-here we concentrate on having a group of tourists collaboratively walk toward each other and eventually meet in some dynamically determined intermediate point (see Figure 2) . If each member i of the group generates a presence i field, then each tourist can evaluate its coordination field by taking the maximum presence field of all the other tourists: and then following such coordination fields downhill. Although the coordination fields continuously change because of the concurrent movements of all the members of the group, each following its own coordination fields, the members gradually do approach each other until they collapse into a single point. In other words, because agents actually attract each other, the system naturally converges to the situation in which all the agents are at the same point. Figure 2 shows the result of the CoFields meeting process for two different simulations (performed with the already mentioned Swarm environment) on different museum maps. The key point to emphasize is that the meeting process-and Co-Fields in general-is adaptive. It even works well independently of the environment's characteristics, without having to change the agent code or the computational fields' structure or propagation.
As another example of exploiting the presence fields, consider a group of security guards in charge of searching, surrounding, and catching a child that got lost and is wandering in a museum. This is a peculiar instance of the more general problem of a group of predator agents in an environment trying to surround and capture a prey agent-a problem that has several applications in other scenarios, including military actions and collaborative mobile robots.
By getting inspiration from the behavior of wolves, which succeed in collaboratively surrounding prey using the simple strategy of approaching the prey while trying to stay as far as possible from each other, we can define the coordination field of a generic predator i in this way:
The equation expresses the fact that the predators follow the prey's presence field downhill and, at the same time, try to stay far from all other predators. The result (see Figure 3) is that predators, rather than simply approaching the prey, can effectively surround it. Of course, should the prey move much more quickly than the predators, the process might never converge.
Avoiding crowds
Any tourist moving in the museum will want to avoid crowds. Co-Fields could help here. Let's assume that each room in a museum generates a room field whose value increases with the hopdistance from the generating room (see Figure 4a ). Room fields are static, do not change over time, and depend only on the room location. Clearly, an agent following a room field downhill will inevitably reach the source room. So for an agent to visit a specific set of rooms in the most efficient way, it simply has to follow the coordination field as a minimum combination mComb of all the room fields (where room fields are combined to take, in each room, the one with the minimum value) in its visit schedule:
If an agent follows the coordination field downhill, it enters the closest room of its visit schedule. Then, as it completes visiting that room, it can remove the corresponding room field from mComb and continue to visit the other rooms. All of this still takes place without considering crowd conditions.
To take into account crowd conditions, the infrastructure nodes could locally generate a crowd value to measure the amount of crowding in the museum rooms. You could calculate this amount, for each room, as the total number of local presence fields with value 1, normalized to the room's dimensions to better represent how much a particular room is crowded. The result- 
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ing global crowd field's landscape (see Figure 4b ) dynamically varies according to agents' movements and expresses the global crowd conditions in the museum. Clearly, if all agents always follow the crowd field downhill, the overall result is a global convergence toward a balance of the crowding conditions in the museum rooms.
If an agent wants to simultaneously visit the next room in its schedule and avoid crowd conditions, it can use the following coordination field:
The first term of the coordination field tends to attract an agent toward the rooms in its visit schedule, while the second tends to repel it from crowded areas. We can use the weight w to specify the crowd field's relevance; we assume a tourist can specify it via the help of some user interface. For w = 0, the load-balancing mechanism is turned off and agents proceed toward their closest destinations in the greed path, disregarding crowded areas. If w is low, the agent will proceed toward its destination rooms, following its greed most of the time and being diverted to alternative paths only in the case of very crowded conditions.
As w gets higher, the agents would see a greater number of alternative paths, particularly whenever the greed path is a bit crowded. For w = 1, agents ignore their visit schedule and simply move to balance the load in a diffusion process. Clearly, coordination fields could be used for load balancing in several other scenarios, such as when a set of agents must move according to their own plans in a crowded environment. Such scenarios could include a forklift in a warehouse or cars in a city.
Testing the validity
To test the validity of our approach, we developed a set of simulations in which we set up agents with a random visit schedule and an average of half the rooms of the museum to visit. Agents move to rooms they want to visit, stay there for a specific amount of time, then walk to the next room in the schedule according to the coordination field. Agents increase their stay in a room and decrease their walking speed proportionally to the local crowd conditions. Figure 5 shows the results of the experiments on two different museum maps. For both maps, the Co-Fields method for load balancing prevents the emergence of highly crowded zones, which are likely to appear when tourists disregard the Co-Fields. These results show an improvement of the average visit time for tourists. On one hand, for very small values of w, agents give little importance to crowd conditions and aren't able to take full advantage of the Co-Fields. For very high values of w, agents overestimate the importance of crowds and tend to select longer paths to avoid even rooms that aren't very crowded, with an overall worsening of the average visit time.
Comparing the results for the two different maps (5a, 5b, and 5c versus 5d, 5e, and 5f in Figure 5 ) confirms that the CoFields approach is adaptive. However, the actual effectiveness of our approach might depend on the characteristics of the environment itself. Co-Fields don't work for museums in which few alternative paths are available to tourists. The performance improvement in the map of Figure 5a is lower than in the more connected map of Figure 5d . In general, a highly constrained environment necessarily constrains the extent of applicability of any motion-coordination policy.
We can apply the same load-balancing approach even to other motioncoordination problems. For instance, in the meeting problem, we can consider a coordination field that, in addition to evaluating the presence field, also takes into account the crowd field:
In this way, the agents as they move toward each will also consider the possibility of avoiding crowded rooms. A potential problem that might affect load balancing and meeting strategies relates to the possible emergence of spurious local minima not associated with the agents' goals in the coordination fields. In general, whenever agents combine two fields expressing an attracting part (the room fields) and a repelling one (the crowd field) in a coordination field, such spurious local minima might arise. However, the fact that the agent computes the coordination field internally enables any agent to understand whether a minimum is spurious by simply analyzing the single components of the coordination field.
In load balancing, an agent can easily understand whether a minimum it has reached corresponds to a room it wished to visit or is a false minimum created by a peculiar combination of the room and crowd fields (see Figure 6a ). In the latter case, the agent, depending on its internal policy, can decide either to ignore the crowd field and proceed (see Figure 6b ) or find alternate paths (Figure 6c ).
W
hile both a preliminary prototype implementation and the outcomes of our simulation show the feasibility of the approach, we must pursue several research directions to improve its generality and its practical applicability. In addition to the need for general methodologies to help design specific Co-Fields coordination patterns, we plan to explore the potential of CoFields to encode general distributed coordination patterns, possibly not related to motion. PERVASIVE 
